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What is it ?

• First (in the beginning of the last 
century) came the ideas that 
energy can be quantized … 

Max Planck : Energy can onlybe a multiple of an elementary unit



The photon : 
a quantum of 
energy

• Introduced by A. Einstein in 
1905 as a quantum of light 
to explain the photoelectric 
effect.

• Baptised photon in 1926 by 
Frithiof Wolfers in a note at 
the Académie des 
Sciences.



Atomic physics

• Quantum science 
lead to atomic 
physics, 
spectroscopy lines 
…

Niels Bohr: Electrons in an atom are trapped in a 

quantized box around the nucleus. 



The 
laser



Quantum physics …

… is probabilistic

Heisenberg : we are unable to precisely locate

the particlegiven its conjugatemomentum



Systems do not have 
definite properties …

Schödinger : the cat is dead and alive



… until
we

watch
them



Wave particle duality

• Light is
• A wave described by 

frequency and 
wavelength

• A particle described
by energy and 
momentum
(mass.velocity)





The second quantum 
revolution

Superposition
Entanglement
Matter-waves



One

photon

Two possible states

Polarisation

Coherent superposition

One of the biggest mystery of Quantum Mechanics (Feyman) 



Two states

Entangled

Two

photons

Entanglement and non locality
Demonstrated in the 1980 (Aspect)



https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Is-Quantum-State-in-BB-84-Protocol-

Really-1-)-Lee-Kim/1d0e2facfd2c79db6f100c4b2c8a81153475a940

Quantum key distribution



Quantum computers



• Louis de Broglie extended to any particle the concept of coexistence of 

waves and particles discovered by Albert Einstein in 1905 in the case of 

light and photons.

• introduced the de Broglie wavelength, matter analog of the photonic
wavelength.

• wavelength increases when the particle is light and slow

• wave behaviour properties increases when the wavelength is

larger

Mass (kg) Velocity (m/s) Wavelength (m)

Man through a door (1 m) 70 1 10-35

Red blood cell in a capillary (100 µm) 10-16 0,1 10-15

Atom through a slit (100 nm) 10-27 - 10-25 500 10-9 - 10-11

Matter-waves



Atoms have different kinetic energy and move randomly independently



But has to release the

photon with more energy

As a results, it has to

loose kinetic energy.

Atom absorbs a 

photon with slightly

less energy

Colling matter to 0 K



When we cool the atoms down, they slow down and their energy decreases



At wery low temperature, the atoms become « fussy » like a wave. When this

wave is too large, all the atoms fall into the same wave.



Ultra cold atoms are the ideal matter wave source

500 m/s

50 cm/s

1 cm/s

How to “create” and 
engineer matter waves



Cooling atoms towards 
absolute zero



Laser cooling



Laser cooling



Cooling by evaporation



Cooling by evaporation



Bose-Einstein Condensation



500 m/s

50 cm/s

1 cm/s

Bose-Einstein Condensation



Cooled and trapped atoms can be directly observed with a camera

Monitoring and imaging 
matter waves



Monitoring and imaging 
matter waves

Cooled and trapped atoms can be directly observed with a camera



P

When imaging atoms after

they are ejected from the trap,

we directly monitor the

velocity and the velocity

distribution (time of flight).

Monitoring and imaging 
matter waves



P

Adding arbitrarily placed

obstacles that will deflect the

atoms.

A “quantum simulator” for 
conductivity



The atoms will have a random

walk because of scattering

P

A “quantum simulator” for 
conductivity



P

Electron

Metall impurity

We observe a transport phenomenon

mimicking conventional electrical

conductivity

A “quantum simulator” for 
conductivity



P

A “quantum simulator” for 
conductivity

We observe a transport phenomenon

mimicking conventional electrical

conductivity



Observation of enhanced

retroreflection

P

A “quantum simulator” for 
conductivity



P

Interferences

Observation of interference phenomena

called weak localisation, precursor of

specific insulating electronic states.

A “quantum simulator” for 
conductivity



Controlling and using matter
wave interferences

This interferences are the signature of matter wave coherence

Interferences

➫Quantum mechanics : matter wave 

propagation is affected by interferences 

between paths



Building an atom
interferometer

If we control the paths, we can create an atom (or matter wave)

interferometer

At the output of the interferometer, the number of atoms is modulated.

The modulation depends on the paths difference.

Atomic beam splitter (using light)

Atomic mirrors



Laser pulses

Building an atom
interferometer

If we control the paths, we can create an atom (or matter wave)

interferometer



The phase shift in the interferometer will depend 

on the acceleration experiences by the atoms

Building an atom
interferometer

If we control the paths, we can create an atom (or matter wave)

interferometer



Gravity meter (example)

Sensitive

Exact

Long term stable

Height variations < 1cm, density 

variations (water/rock/cavity) at 100 m



Underground resource

management

Positioning and

navigation
Earth monitoring

Earthquake 

warning

Underground monitoring

Precision

timing

No need for GPS

Pb/s data control

Cavities, galeries

Gravity mapping

Water, oil & gaz surveys

Detects small earthquakes
even far from epicenter



✓ Gravimetry

✓ Geodesy/gradiometry

✓ Oil/mineral/resource management

✓ Gravity anomaly detection

✓ Low cost, compact, navigation grade IMU

✓ Autonomous vehicle navigation

✓ Gravity compensated IMU (grav grad/gyro)

✓ GPS-free high accuracy navigation

✓ Gravitational physics

✓ Equivalence Principle

✓ Gravity-wave detection

✓ Post-Newtonian gravity, tests of GR

✓ Tests of the inverse square law

✓ Dark matter/energy signatures?

✓ Beyond Standard model

✓ Charge neutrality

✓ h/m, tests of QED

Applications of quantum 
sensing



The quantum tree

Sense
Ecology

Navigation
Medecine

Com-
pute
Big data

AI …

Commu-
nicate

Security
Big data

Semicon
ductors

LEDs
Transistors

Funda-
mental
Beyond general 

relativity …

Detect
New 

cameras

Simu-
late

New materials
Chemistry …

Conden-
sed matter
Supercond

uctors



A new interdisciplinary home for quantum science. The journal will cover a breadth of research areas through 

the foundations of quantum science and the related research that drive an array of applications and industries.

If your work uses the building blocks of quantum mechanics to engineer nano or microscale

systems in a way that impacts experimental research, instrumentation, and applications it 
belongs in AVS Quantum Science!

° Quantum Materials

° Quantum Engineering

° Materials and Methods for Quantum Devices

° Quantum Sensing and Metrology

° Quantum Measurement Technology

° Quantum Computers and Software

° Quantum Photonics

° Quantum Biology

° Atoms and Molecules in Quantum Devices

° Macroscopic and Hybrid Quantum Systems

° Superfluid and Superconductors in Quantum Devices

products.aip.org/aqs


